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1 Prerequisites for participation  
- 

2 Learning Outcomes: 
1. Able to apply and master the meaning and scope of public administration theories. 
(A/P-1) 
2. Able to apply leadership and managerial principles. (A.M-1) 
3. Able to identify problems, design and conduct research in the field of public 
administration. (K.P-2) 
4. Able to communicate in scientific forums in the field of state administration/public 
administration. (A/P-3) 
5. Able to innovate, design and implement organizational strategic development plans. 
(E-1) 
CPMK 
1. Students are able to explain the theories and history of the development of public 
administration thought. 
2. Students are able to explain the basic concepts of public administration. 
3. Students are able to explain new classical administrative theories and modern 
administration. 
4. Students are able to explain paradigm shifts in public service. 
5. Students are able to explain the structure of public organizations. 
6. Students are able to explain bureaucracy in public administration. 
7. Students are able to explain administration and management functions. 
8. Students are able to explain leadership in administrative and management processes 

3 Public administration theory courses as interdisciplinary applied disciplines provide 
understanding and understanding to students What is meant by public administration is 
the government's relationship with the public and increasing policy responsibility 
towards various public needs as well as institutionalizing managerial practices so that 
they are used to carrying out an activity effectively and efficiently and rational as well as 
equate perceptions and interpretations of public administration. 

4 Subject aims/content: 
1. Administration as a branch social science, concept social sciences and connection 
administration with branch of social science other. 
2. Basic concept administration, origin term proposal administration, definition 
administration, theory substantial about administration connection organization and 
management as well deep regularity organization and management 



3. History development thinking administration, phase pre-history (ends at 1M), 
historical phase (ends1886), phase modern (since 1886-now) as well 
Influence classic management into the public administration 
4. Concept leadership and leader, administration as study focus administratively 
existentialism. 
5. Basic concept administration public, shift nomenclature administration country to 
administration public, space scope and its important administration public 
6. Paradigm administration public, new paradigm public administration, new paradigm 
public service, good paradigm governance and sound paradigm governance. 
7. The meaning of bureaucracy, existence bureaucracy government in middle society, 
three definition bureaucracy government that growing moment this. 

5 Teaching methods lectures, discussions 

6 Assessment methods: assignments, Mid-Term Exam, Final-Term Exam, quizzes, 
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